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Sensor monitoring in Nagios over LAN as well as over GSM/GPRS
HW group introduces its new HWg-Push Nagios collector – a simple way of connecting LAN
and GSM/GPRS sensors to Nagios-based monitoring systems. For a system integrator, this
means reduced costs for monitoring moving sites or sites that are difficult to connect to a
standard LAN. Moreover, remote monitoring of technology and equipment can be easily
offered as a service – GSM sensors can monitor any premises anywhere.
Until now, IP sensors were limited to SNMP request-response communication over a localarea network (LAN). However, this was a major obstacle for GSM/GPRS communication. In
the HTTP-based HWg-Push protocol, active communication is initiated by the sensor. The
HWg-Push protocol addresses the needs and security of today's networks. Individual IP
sensors can be located in separate firewalled networks, and the sensors actively connect to
a central server. HWg-Push Nagios collector is a Nagios application for collecting data from
IP sensors. Up to hundreds of IP sensors can connect to the central Nagios server and
submit their data. The HWg-Push Nagios collector app then collects these data and passes
them to the Nagios monitoring system.
This novel approach makes it possible to connect remote IP sensors over GSM networks
and opens new opportunities for system integrators and providers of mobile support services
alike. Remote environment monitoring (temperature, humidity, power supply) can be
implemented over GSM/GPRS without reliance on the primary LAN connection. Thanks to
the built-in battery in the Ares unit, environment monitoring at a remote datacenter or of
remote equipment can be guaranteed even in case of total power failure at the monitored
site. Even a container or a portable cooling unit can be connected to the Nagios system. The
only prerequisite is a sufficient GSM/GPRS coverage.
Central monitoring and visualization in the Nagios system frees up personnel resources and
reduces maintenance costs in many fields. A central monitoring desk can benefit from a

graphical overview of dozens, or even hundreds of installations on a single screen. Thanks to
these qualities, the Nagios monitoring system, originally designed for telecom applications,
now finds many uses in other fields. The new method of connecting sensors over
GSM/GPRS opens dozens of opportunities for novel applications.
About HW group
HW group s.r.o. is a manufacturer of IP sensors and M2M remote monitoring systems,
headquartered in the Czech Republic. HW group products for remote monitoring over LAN
and GSM networks are sold by 37 distributors world-wide.
About Nagios
Nagios is a popular open-source system for automated monitoring of computer networks and
their services. It is primarily developed for Linux but it can also be used with other Unixbased operating systems. It is available under the GNU GPL license. It is developed and
maintained by Ethan Galstadt and many more plug-in developers. For more information, see
www.nagios.org.
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